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BM-180 Push Broom
1.83m / 72"
Reference: BPT148

£1,632.00

BM-180 Push Broom 1.83m / 72" At 1.83m / 72" wide, the BM-150 is a great push
broom sweeper for forklifts, telehandlers, tractors or skidsteers. This broom is not
supplied with a hitch, however forklift. three-point or skidsteer hitches may be
specified as options (see related products tab on the right). Suitable for industrial
sweeping both indoors & outdoors. With 11 rows of bristles for maximum sweeping
power in demanding applications. Ideal for use with full sized tractors and
telehandlers. Hitch options include fork sleeve hitch (FSH200), three-point tractor
hitch (TPH200) or custom hitches to suit any type of materials handler, loader or
skidsteer. As with the whole fantastic range of BroomEx brooms, the BM-180 features
a high-tensile steel broom head and mounting hardware, with a heavy-duty powder
coated finish. This broom is not supplied with a hitch, however forklift. three-point or
skidsteer hitches may be specified as options (see below). Suitable for industrial
sweeping both indoors & outdoors. Optional extras Fork Sleeve Hitch - 4" / 100mm
The FSH-400 hitch enables a Broom to be easily attached to a fork sleeve. Fork
Sleeve Hitch for 6" / 150mm wide Forks The FSH-200-A hitch enables a forklift with 6"
wide tines to connect easily to a push broom. Quick Hitch for Telehandler The
SQH-200 Quick Hitch hitch enables a push broom to be easily attached to a
telehandler, without the need for pallet forks. Price stated is for a JCB Quck hitch,
however we stock quick hitches for various manufactures. Please call the sales team
for further information. 3 Point Hitch The TPH-200 hitch enables a push broom to be
easily attached to a traditional category II 3-point hitch.
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